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Abstract. Deaf people suffer from info and social exclusion due to difficulties 

in communicating with non-deaf people. Equity and inclusion will be promoted 

if there are solutions assisting a more effective communication between deaf 

and non-deaf communities. We expect to provide accurate translations from 

written to sign languages through a sustainable and scalable process to facilitate 

the communication between deaf and non-deaf people in daily life. 
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1 Interpreting the problem 

1.1 Context 

The Portuguese Sign Language (LGP) is officially recognized by law and it is the first 

language for 33.000 people [1]. Portuguese and LGP – like any other written and sign 

languages – are two unique languages, different from each other in all linguistic as-

pects. The communication between deaf and non-deaf people is very ineffective be-

cause both use distinct native languages. This scenario is common to all countries in 

the world creating a significant barrier to the social inclusion of the deaf community. 

Translation to sign language requires experts in sign language translation and, fre-

quently, video production. It is a demanding and costly process that requires a signifi-

cant amount of specialized resources. This is an expensive solution and not feasible 

for daily life. 

1.2 Problem 

To promote equal opportunities and the inclusion of deaf people in active social life it 

is strictly mandatory to develop sustainable and scalable solutions for the translation 

from written language to sign language that might be available for daily life. 

Sign Writing is a system of writing sign languages that can be used as a vehicle for 

the automatic translation between written and sign languages. Sign writing together 
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with automatic translation will assist the daily communication and the creation of 

digital content to the hearing-impaired at low cost and permanently available helping 

the social inclusion of the deaf community. 

1.3 Aims 

We aim to generate accurate digital content in sign language for the hearing-impaired 

people through a fast and cheap process that might be sustainable and scalable. 

The ultimate goal is to provide equal opportunities and promote the social inclu-

sion of the deaf or hearing-impaired people. 

2 Methodology 

The methodology we are implementing includes several stages from corpora acquisi-

tion to evaluation. The core stages are briefly described below. 

2.1 Compile parallel corpora 

We have compiled parallel corpora in written Brazilian Portuguese and LIBRAS sign 

writing – the Brazilian sign language – from SignPuddle [2]. We have decided to use 

Brazilian Portuguese due to the difficulty in finding Portuguese sign writing sources. 

2.2 Generate translation model 

The automatic translation will be based on Parallel Corpora techniques. We will use 

two aligned corpus, one with documents in plain text and the other with the counter-

parts in sign writing. We will learn the translation model using Deep Neural Networks 

and Neural Machine Translation. The final aim is to align by word but, in an early 

stage will be base our translation in sentence alignment techniques. 

2.3  Output 

The automatic translator will generate sign language translated documents in sign 

writing. Then we will use a 3D avatar to represent the corresponding gestures in sign 

language. The final output will be an animation where the avatar mimics the sign 

language translation corresponding to the written text. This output will be validated 

by a group of Brazilian deaf users and sign language translators. 
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